ROYAL WOLF
BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION COMBINATION
OVERVIEW
Royal Wolf’s Builders’ Combo provides a total work site
solution for on-site storage, office space, ablutions and
site facilities, particularly where space is tight.
Constructed within a 10ft high cube container, the
Builders Combo incorporates a single toilet and a
separate space that can be used for storage or an
office area. It comes with a folding plan table and
desk to provide the ideal area for reviewing plans
and managing paperwork inside, protected from the
weather.
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As a fully stackable solution, the Builders’ Combo can
be integrated with a wide range of other containerised
solutions such as offices, lunchrooms, amenities
blocks, first aid rooms and more, to make the most
of a restricted footprint. It can even be stacked up
to a height of 40ft with the innovative Soundwall to
minimise noise disruptions to surrounding areas.
Ideal for building sites, roadworks, civil and earthworks
projects, storage for trades, events, workshops and
more, Royal Wolf’s Builders’ Combo is an easy to
transport, highly durable and flexible total work site
solution.

SOUNDWALL
OVERVIEW
Working within the confines of suburban areas,
construction and event organisers often turn to Royal
Wolf to provide containerised sound barriers with
designated access points, stacked up to 40- feet high,
in order to create an event which satisfies customers
whilst providing the minimum amount of noise
disruption to the surrounding area.
Royal Wolf containers also have the ability to be
stacked in a wide variety of formations allowing a
tailor-made solution for music festivals and other
highly populated events seeking crowd control.

In 2017, Royal Wolf engineered a Soundwall for the
Australian Tennis Open:
Royal Wolf was required to provide a 9 metre high
x 80 metre long Sound Wall on a sloping surface
with a curved shape to match the landscape.
This required a level roof to enable signage to
be attached. This facility was critical to Tennis
Australia’s objective of delivering an outstanding
spectator experience as it was to house a 12 metre
LED screen providing life size player vision for the
audience.
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HOARDINGS / GANTRIES
OVERVIEW
Royal Wolf’s container hoardings and gantries are
available for long or short-term hire and provide solid
overhead protection on building and construction
sites. These units are designed to ensure the safety of
workers and pedestrians and provide effective 10kPa
rated protection from construction materials, debris
and other falling objects. The integrated modular units
with floor, walls and roof guaranteeing an extremely
impact resistant structure.

Hire Royal Wolf’s hoardings and gantries for all your
building and construction projects.

CERTIFICATIONS
Download or available on request
•

10ft Hoarding Design

•

20ft Hoarding Design

•

40ft Hoarding Design

•

20ft Gantry Certificate

The hoardings and gantries are amongst the safest on
the market with impressive resistance from vehicular
impact, slip resistant flooring and unrivaled protection
for pedestrians and workers. Royal Wolf’s container
hoardings and gantries are designed to compliment
our portable building and construction product
range, including site offices, toilets and showers. The
containerised portable buildings can be stacked on top
to provide a complete construction work site solution.

Royal Wolf has a team of engineers who can assist with
the planning and layout of the construction site to
ensure a unique and practical solution.

DIMENSIONS
10ft Hoarding: - External

20ft Hoarding: - External

LENGTH

2.99M

LENGTH

6.06M

WIDTH

2.44M

WIDTH

2.44M

HEIGHT

2.90M

HEIGHT

2.90M
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PLATFORM
OVERVIEW
Royal Wolf’s platforms are an engineered base suitable
for use in a variety of applications. They can be used
as a stacked multi-level walkway system between site
amenities, overhead protection rated to 10kPa for
falling objects and offer a practical overhead storage
base for those tight footprint work sites.

Outside of the construction industry, platforms are
used as bridge flats for culvert or creek crossings and
for transporting odd shaped or larger cargo than the
dimensions available in general purpose or open top
containers.

CERTIFICATIONS
Download or available on request
•

20ft CSS Platform Certificate

DIMENSIONS
20ft Platform - External
LENGTH

6.06M

WIDTH

2.44M

HEIGHT

0.24M

TARE

1,600KG
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SITE OFFICE
OVERVIEW
Site office solutions from Royal Wolf provide
comfortable and secure site offices to suit all size
construction sites.
A site office comes complete with entry door, window,
air conditioning, lighting and power. Royal Wolf can
even supply desks and chairs, notice boards, white
boards, filing cabinets and fire extinguishers to supply
a site office that is ready for immediate use on delivery.

For projects that require larger facilities, Royal
Wolf can offer site offices in a range of sizes and
configurations. By combining the site office with
portable toilet blocks, lunch rooms, change rooms,
first aid room and hoardings, a site office can
become part of a total work site solution.

CERTIFICATIONS
Download or available on request

DIMENSIONS
20ft Site Office: - Internal

•

20ft Cabin Certificate

•

40ft Cabin Certificate

40ft Site Office: - Internal

LENGTH

5.49M

LENGTH

12.14M

WIDTH

2.27M

WIDTH

2.37M

HEIGHT

2.60M

HEIGHT

2.71M

20ft Site Office: - External

40ft Site Office: - External

LENGTH

6.06M

LENGTH

12.19M

WIDTH

2.44M

WIDTH

2.44M

HEIGHT

2.90M

HEIGHT

2.99M
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LUNCH ROOM
OVERVIEW
Royal Wolf lunchrooms come fitted with lights and
power, tables and chairs, sink and bench, hot water
urn, microwave, fridge, air conditioning, pie warmer,
notice board and fire extinguisher are all available to
create the lunch room environment that best suits
your needs. Hire a quality lunch room that is strong
and secure.

Royal Wolf lunch rooms are ideal for long or short
term projects and when combined with site offices,
change rooms, toilet & shower blocks, first aid rooms
and hoardings form part of a total solution to work
site amenity needs.

DIMENSIONS
20ft Lunch Room: - Internal

40ft Lunch Room: - Internal

LENGTH

5.9M

LENGTH

11.96M

WIDTH

2.27M

WIDTH

2.23M

HEIGHT

2.60M

HEIGHT

2.58M

20ft Lunch Room: - External

40ft Lunch Room: - External

LENGTH

6.06M

LENGTH

12.19M

WIDTH

2.44M

WIDTH

2.44M

HEIGHT

2.90M

HEIGHT

2.90M
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PORTABLE TOILET AND SHOWER BUILDING
OVERVIEW
Royal Wolf offers portable toilet hire with optional
shower configurations allowing companies and
events to provide their employees and patrons with
amenities of the highest standard.

Whether you need portable toilet hire for a one
day event or a portable bathroom for long term
construction project, Royal Wolf can assist with your
portable toilet and shower block needs.

Ablutions are equipped with a sewer connection,
Royal Wolf portable toilets and shower buildings offer
a hygienic solution for any location.
Portable toilet hire options can range from a 6m
(20ft) unit with 2 portable toilets and basin, through
to a 12m (40ft) container unit consisting of several
portable toilets and showers.

DIMENSIONS
20ft Ablution: - External

20ft Ablution: - Internal

LENGTH

6.06M

LENGTH

5.90M

WIDTH

2.44M

WIDTH

2.27M

HEIGHT

2.90M

HEIGHT

2.60M
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FIRST AID ROOM
OVERVIEW
First aid rooms form a necessary part of any
construction site or event. Royal Wolf offer first aid
rooms that can be hired individually or as part of
a total solution to storage and portable building
needs.

Equipped with lighting and power, reverse cycle air
conditioning, bed, sink, desk, chair, fridge and hot
water urn, a first aid room from Royal Wolf offers a
simple and easy solution. A standard first aid room
is 6m in length however Royal Wolf has the ability to
create first aid rooms in accordance with individual
needs.

DIMENSIONS
20ft First Aid - External

20ft First Aid - Internal

LENGTH

6.06M

LENGTH

5.90M

WIDTH

2.44M

WIDTH

2.27M

HEIGHT

2.90M

HEIGHT

2.60M
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CHANGE ROOM
OVERVIEW
Change rooms are an important part of any
construction site and with a portable change room
from Royal Wolf you can be sure you are hiring a quality
product.

As with all Royal Wolf portable buildings, the change
rooms are constructed from shipping containers
making them extremely durable and secure. Royal
Wolf can arrange delivery of your portable change
room ensuring you site is set up and functioning
with minimal fuss.

DIMENSIONS
20ft Change Room: - External

20ft Change Room: - Internal

LENGTH

6.06M

LENGTH

5.90M

WIDTH

2.44M

WIDTH

2.27M

HEIGHT

2.90M

HEIGHT

2.60M
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YOU CAN DO ANYTHING IN A ROYAL WOLF
1300 651 700
royalwolf.com.au

